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Backup Internet 

Access 
We have all become very reliant on 

Internet access for our 

organizations to operate.  Almost 

everyone we talk to says the 

Internet is a critical business 

resource.  Quanexus has partnered 

with CradlePoint, the 

manufacturer of cellular routers 

and bridges.  With these devices, 

we can configure many firewalls to 

detect an Internet outage and 

automatically switch to 4G/LTE 

access.  There are also options to 

include a static IP address with the 

solution.  If you host on-premise 

applications such as email, remote 

desk top, etc., a static IP address 

provides connectivity for these 

types of services.  Cellular Internet 

backup is especially critical if your 

organization depends on remotely 

hosted (Web) applications. 
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Happy New Year and welcome to our 

first newsletter of 2015.  We have been 

very busy working on some new 

solutions and internal controls and 

processes.  I am proud to report that 

last year we completed the final 

requirements for CompTIA’s Security 

Trustmark+.  This involved an extensive 

practice review, including an 

examination of our methodologies and 

management policies with a third-party 

auditor.  In February 2013, Presidential 

Executive Order 13636 lead to the 

creation of the Cybersecurity 
Framework.  This framework is good for 

any organization serious about running 

a secure network, and Quanexus has 
started implementing the framework 
internally.  In December, Quanexus 

signed an agreement to move our 

remote backup solution to a local 

datacenter and the move was 

completed early this month.  We also 

added a secure email product to our 

solution portfolio and partnered with a 

company to provide back-up Internet 

access via the cell phone carriers. 

 

Quanexus Completes CompTIA’s Security    

Trustmark+ 

Over the past 10 years we have assisted 

many of our clients with meeting 

regulatory compliance requirements.  

Many of our clients have vendor 

management requirements that 

requires them to perform vendor due 

diligence, which is a comprehensive 

review of their vendor’s polices, 

processes and procedures.  Several 

years ago, Quanexus went through a 

SAS-70 audit in an effort to make it 

easier for our clients to meet their due 

diligence requirement when choosing 

us as their IT service provider.    

 

CompTIA, the IT Industry Trade 

Association, developed several 

programs and accreditations to 

improve IT service levels.  The top 

designation is the Security Trustmark+. 

This process authenticates a service 

provider’s ability to prevent data 

breaches and IT security intrusions in 

their clients’ networks and systems, as 

well as their own business.   
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CompTIA’s Security 

Trustmark+ 
(continued from page 1) 

 

CompTIA Trustmark directory page for 

Quanexus is: 

http://www.comptia.org/trustmar

ks/trustmark-directory/quanexus. 
 

CompTIA is continuing to improve the 

Security Trustmark+ with a new set of 

requirements that are based on the 

“Framework for Improving Critical 

Infrastructure Cybersecurity,” also 

known as the “Cybersecurity 

Framework”.  More information on 

this framework is covered in another 

article in this newsletter. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure 

Cybersecurity 
 

President Obama in February 2013, 

signed Executive Order 13636 

“Improving Critical Infrastructure 

Cybersecurity”.  The goal of the 

executive order is to protect critical 

infrastructure, such as power, water, 

gas, etc. from cyber-threats. 

The National Institute of Standards 

and Technology (NIST) was tasked to 

create the framework, and released 

Version 1.0 of the “Framework for 

Improving Critical Infrastructure 

Cybersecurity” on February 12th, 2014, 

also known as the “Cybersecurity 

Framework”.  The framework is 

voluntary, but is becoming more of a 

requirement in the utilities industry.  

It is also a good framework for any 

organization interested in protecting 

their networks.  The full Cybersecurity 

Framework can be downloaded at: 

http://www.nist.gov/cyberframework

/upload/cybersecurity-framework-

021214-final.pdf. 

 

The framework is divided into five 

concurrent and continuous functions: 

Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond and 

Recover.   

 

Identify:  The process starts with an 

organization determining what is 

critical for the organization to deliver 

its services.  This involves identifying 

what and where critical data is stored 

and what processes and systems are 

critical for the organization to 

operate.  This includes data, software, 

hardware inventory, network 

diagrams and how data flows through 

the network. 

                                                                                                  

Protect:  Once all the critical data, 
systems software, and processes are 
identified, relevant threats and risks 

against those resources need to be 

evaluated and proper mitigating 

solutions must be put in place to 

assure the availability of these 

systems. Examples of mitigating 

solutions include, but are not limited 

to: access control, patch 

management, anti-virus, firewalls, 

backups, security awareness training, 

etc. 

 

Detect:  As we’ve mentioned in 

previous articles, CIOs are starting to 

look at IT Security differently than 

they did in the past.  Previously, CIOs 

were investing all their budget dollars 

trying to prevent a breach.  While 

protection is still required and is the 

second function in the framework, the 

CIO posture has moved to “Assume 

We Have Been Breached”.  FBI 

Director James Comey on October 5th, 

2014 stated on 60 Minutes, “There are 
those who’ve been hacked by the 
Chinese and those who don’t know 
they’ve been hacked by the Chinese”.  
All the best mitigating strategies can 

still leave an organization vulnerable.  

Tools and processes need to be 

deployed that are constantly 

searching for a breach.  The detection 

function is the continual review of 

logs, traffic patterns and properly 

trained users noticing and reporting 

anomaly behavior on a system or 

network. 

 

Respond: This function of the 

framework deals with responding  

(Continued to page 3)  
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Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure 
 (Continued from page 2) 
 
to incidents that are generated from 

users, log reviews or automated 

systems.  An Incident Response Team 

is the front line group that deals with 

and investigates security incidents, 

and is trained to act as first 

responders.  Often times, it is 

necessary to bring in a forensics team 

after the incident to review the 

evidence and determine if any data 

was actually exfiltrated and the 

means that were used to gain control 

of the victim’s systems.  A few key 

components of the Respond function 

are: 

 Alert the Incident Response 

Team of a potential incident. 

 Investigate the incident to 

determine if an actual 

incident has occurred. 

 Provide internal and external 

communications. 

 Isolate the infected system.  

 

 

 Preserve evidence. 

 Provide business continuity. 

 Bring in and support a 

forensic team, if necessary. 

 

Recover:  This function maintains 

plans to recover the organization back 

to a 100% operational state.  In the 

Respond function above, one of the 

responsibilities is to provide business 

continuance.  The difference between 

business continuity and recovery is, 

the business continuity is limited to 

keeping critical functions running, 

albeit in a diminished performance 

mode.  The recovery scope is to bring 

the organization back to a 100% 

operational model.  
 

 
 

  
Shadow IT 
 Most organizations have some form of 

Shadow IT running in their 

environment.  Shadow IT is the IT 

functions in an organization that are 

outside the control of the team, which 

is responsible for managing and 

keeping the IT environment safe.  In 

some organizations, some level of 

management may even be the culprit 

for the introduction of Shadow IT in 

the environment.    

 

Examples of Shadow IT may include 

Google Docs, Microsoft’s Sky Drive, 

DropBox, Smartsheet, and Box.com.  

All these services when implemented 

outside the IT Governance of the 

organization create risks.  One of our 

favorites that we see widely used is 
DropBox.  DropBox, when properly 

implemented with the right policies 

 

and proper understanding of how it 

works, offers many advantages.  

Improperly implemented use of 

DropBox places company information 

outside the control of the company, 

and at risk. 

 

These types of products take an 

organization’s data and store that data 

on devices and servers that are outside 

the management and control of the 

organization.  This includes the 

potential for information being stored 

on personal home computers, cell 

phones and other electronic devices 

with minimal or absolutely no 

protection. Most of the time a Shadow 

IT implementation is well intended, 

and is used by employees who want to    

 

                        (Continued to next column) 

Shadow IT       (Continued) 
 

be more efficient and have access to 

data while they are away from the 

office or to be able to collaborate 

with colleagues. 

 

The biggest issue with Shadow IT is 

not knowing that it is in your 

environment and not having proper 

policies and controls to prevent it.  

The only way to know if it is in your 

environment is to detect it.  Most 

modern firewalls have the ability to 

detect and prevent Shadow IT 

applications from running in your 

environment.  Shadow IT is a serious 

problem and the best way to 

manage it is through user awareness 

training and implementing controls 

to prevent it.  

 

Encrypted Email 
 

There are several things that must be 

considered when selecting an 

encrypted email solution. The first 

item on my list is ease of use for the 

recipient.  After that, the next two 

items are; does the solution encrypt 

the body of the email, and or the 

attachments?  Be careful, not all 

solutions encrypt both the body and 

the attachment.   For me, protecting 

the attachments is critical.   

 

With ease of use at the top of the list, 

I didn’t want a solution that would 

require a recipient to have to log into 

a portal and have to create and 

remember another password; 

everyone already has too many 

passwords to remember.   With our  

solution, the body of the email 

contains a link that allows the 

recipient to securely download the 

file.  If you would like to learn more 

about our solution, please give us a 

call.  

 



 

 

 Quanexus Remote Backup Solution and Data 

Center Move 
 

Last year, Quanexus started offering a 

remote backup solution to a few of our 

clients.  In January, we signed an 

agreement with a local data center to 

host our remote backup solution and 

so far things have been going GREAT!!!  

Our solution is based on a system 

image backup vs. a file-based backup.  

The difference between these two 

models is an image-based backup 

takes a complete image of the system 

files, operating system, applications, 

etc., while a file-based backup only 

copies files.   

 

The advantage to an image-based 

solution is the image can be restored 

on dissimilar hardware.  The image 

can also be quickly spun up on a 

virtual machine.  If you have a total 

server failure, a copy of the image can 

be retrieved from the data center and 

can be used to fully recover a server 

within a short time period on a new 

hardware platform.  To recover a file-    

based solution to a new server, the                                 

new hardware would have to have the 

                                                              

operating system and all applications 

installed from the ground up, and the 

whole process to fully recover could 

take several days to a week. 

 

While there are many online backup 

options to choose from, the 

compelling reason for us to offer a 

remote backup solution and invest in 

data center space is the ability to 

quickly have access to the backup 

images, which gives us the ability to 

quickly recover from a failed system.  

Out of town backup image solutions 

add delay in the recovery process 

because you typically have to wait 24 

to 72 hours for your remote backup 

images to be copied off to a hard drive 

and then they overnight the image to 

you.   By the time an out of state 

backup solution can get you your 

data, we can have you up and 

running.  To learn more about our 

remote backup solution or hosting 

equipment in a data center, please 

give us a call. 
 

9090 N. St. Rt. 48 

Dayton, Ohio 45458 
937 885-7272 

info@quanexus.com 

 
For a fixed monthly fee, we are 

revolutionizing the IT industry 

with our Q-Works program.  

Quanexus’ complete “managed 

services” package means that 

you will see increased 

performance, security, and   

reliability immediately, at an 

affordable price. 

  

Your business success depends 

on your IT infrastructure. You 

need Quanexus to deliver         

proactive services that not only 

keep your network up and 

running, but running effectively 

and efficiently.  

If you have any suggestions or 

topics you would like to see 

covered, please contact us 

with an email at 

info@quanexus.com or give 

us a call at 937-885-7272. We 

would love to hear from you. Phone Solutions for the Hospitality Industry 

 Good communication is at the heart of 

every successful hotel.  Quanexus is 

now a certified Mitel partner for the 

hospitality industry.  Mitel hospitality 

customers enjoy scalable, reliable 

communications, optimized to meet 

the needs of their valued guests. 

 

From small hotels to some of the 

world’s most famous luxury 

establishments, Mitel provides 

communication solutions that are: 

 

 Simple – Provides exemplary 

customer service that ensures 

that staff is always aware of 

their guests needs. 

 Flexible – Offers commonly 

used property management 

systems, hospitality 

applications and guest room 

telephones. 

 Cost Effective – Reduces cost 

and simplifies support. 

 

The Quanexus team works with hotel 

owners and managers to provide the 

right phone solution and ongoing 

reliable support. 

 


